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Western Press Still Guilty of Bias When Reporting
on African Tragedy
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The racism inherent in Western media’s reportage of African tragedy, such as the Ethiopian
Airline disaster, once again shows how important it is for Africans to support their own
media.

***

Tragedy is a human experience that no one can escape from. Yet the manner in which
Western media report on death involving Africans remains infused with racism. Reporting on
the Ethiopian Airline flight  ET302 crash has proven to be no exception.  The doomed flight
had 32 Kenyans on board – the largest group from one country to perish in the crash. But
reporting by the Western media displays all the tropes of “Africa, the dark continent”, with
media outlets such as Associated Press listing the countries of  the victims in order of
nationality, deliberately excluding Kenya and other African countries.

The reportage by The New York Times on the Dusit bomb attack in Kenya was equally
layered in racist tropes. In addition, a newscast by TRT World tried to pin the crash on
Ethiopian Airlines having a poor safety record, a claim that aviation analyst Alex Macheras
was quick to dispute and correct. Macheras said,

“Ethiopian Airlines is an incredibly safe and trusted airline. This is not an airline
with a poor safety record, as the presenter said.”

LIVE: Let’s be clear, @FlyEthiopian is an incredibly safe & trusted airline. This is
not  an airline  with  a  “poor  safety  record”  as  the presenter  said.  #ET302
pic.twitter.com/jHAGqQLUSB

— Alex Macheras (@AlexInAir) March 10, 2019

Incidents like these once again emphasise how important it is for Africans to support their
own media and to tell their own stories accurately and effectively. They also shows the need
to strengthen Africa’s media in a continent where press freedom is still a big issue.

The names of the 32 Kenyans involved in the crash were released by Kenyan authorities.
The names of other nationals in the crash were sent to their various embassies. A total of 19
staff  members  of  United  Nations  affiliated  organisations  were  on  board.  For  now,  Ethiopia
(and other countries) has grounded all its Boeing 737 Max 8 aircraft. Our deep condolences
go to the loved ones of those lost in the crash.
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BREAKING: Authorities say Canadians, Chinese, Americans, Italians, Indians,
French, British, Egyptians among those killed in Ethiopian plane crash.

— The Associated Press (@AP) March 10, 2019

*

Note to readers: please click the share buttons below. Forward this article to your email lists.
Crosspost on your blog site, internet forums. etc.
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